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This PowerPoint . . .
• Is a response to an industry PowerPoint
promoting the NPLEx system to electronically
track and limit pseudoephedrine (PSE) sales
• Industry slides are in blue background, as in
their original
• Responsive slides are in black background
Prepared
p
November 2011 byy Rob Bovett:
http://www.co.lincoln.or.us/da/Rob‐DrugPolicyBio.pdf

For more information, see:
http://www.oregondec.org/pse.htm

NPLEx
The National Precursor Log
Exchange
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A great system to track PSE sales
• But doesn’t address the real problem

NPLEx states‐every retailer required to submit

NPLEx legislation passed
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In most of these states . . .
• There are ongoing efforts to return PSE to a
prescription
i ti d
drug
• If the system is so effective, why?
• Because it doesn’t address the underlying
problem

Retailers Reporting to NPLEx
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A lot of great effort . . .
• That doesn’t address the underlying problem

Totals including Non NPLEx States
Q1 2011
Blocked Illegal Activity
Avg Blocked Sales/Month
% of boxes
Total grams blocked (Q1)

Non NPLEx States

NPLEx States

Total NPLEx /
MethCheck Coverage

19,535

47,866

54,462

1.4%

4.09 %

2.75 %

151,399 grams

379,404 grams

530,803 grams

2011 to date
SOLD

BLOCKED

GRAMS SOLD

GRAMS BLOCKED

BOXES SOLD

BOXES BLOCKED

19,672,850

384,520

39,059,165.1

1,060,502.211

20,257,374

437,929
8
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“Blocked illegal” sales of PSE
• The NPLEx system does stop sales of PSE
b
beyond
d legal
l l limits
li it (so
( called
ll d ““exceedence
d
smurfing”). But that is not the problem. The
problem is group smurfing and false ID
smurfing. NPLEx does not stop those forms
of smurfing, which are fueling thousands of
small “one pot” meth labs, as well as super
labs in Central California.

“Blocked illegal” sales of PSE
• Stopping exceedence smurfing is great. But
the fact that there are so many meth lab
incidents even when exceedence smurfing is
being stopped is direct evidence that group
smurfing is the main way that meth cooks are
supplied. This is not a sign of success. It is a
sign of failure. Smurfers are using NPLEx to
ensure their purchases are lawful, so they
can continue to feed the underground market
for PSE without exceeding lawful limits and
getting caught.
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Court successes
 US. V. Hernandez-Central District of CA
Investigated by DEA, LAPD, NPLEx records
used as primary evidence in 5 convictions
 Operation Crystal Baker-DEA Clan Lab Group,
New England- NPLEx records lead directly to 2
p
, 11 count federal
meth labs in New Hampshire,
indictment
 Numerous state courts in KY, IN, etc.-admitted as
‘Business Records”

NMPI Advisory Board
• “Law Enforcement does not want
to arrest more smurfers or find
more methamphetamine labs.
Law Enforcement wants to
eliminate smurfing and prevent
methamphetamine labs.”
– NMPI Advisory Board position paper
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Support Services
• Everything is done for the state
– Administrative overhead is minimal
– Deployment
• Retailers / Law Enforcement
• Training
T i i

– Hosting
– Data Management
– Operation Support
• Retailers / Law Enforcement

– Application Support
• Feature Revisions

– Account Services
• Billing / Tracking
• Account Management
• Large Retailer Support

All paid for by pharma
•
•
•
•

A system that doesn’t stop group smurfing
A system paid for and promoted by industry
Why?
Question motives
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MethCheck testimonials
•
•

•
•

•
•

FLORIDA
MethCheck Lead Ends with Seizure of Large Clandestine Meth Lab
– Narcotics detectives with the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office in Milton, FL located an offender while conducting an
exceedance check. During interrogation, the offender admitted to making more than 80 PSE purchases at various
pharmacies over a three‐month period. With his cooperation, the sheriff’s office made four additional arrests, on a
charge of possession of a listed chemical with the intent to manufacture a controlled substance. A large clandestine
methamphetamine lab was seized and all suspects are facing the prospect of long prison sentences.
– “MethCheck is my weapon of choice in the war against methamphetamine.”
• Det. Blake Weekley
• Clandestine Laboratory Investigator
• Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s
Sheriff s Office
KANSAS
MethCheck Helps Kansas Authorities Put Meth Lab Out of Business
– The Kansas Bureau of Investigation, using MethCheck, tipped Bonner Springs police about two suspected “smurfers”
at local pharmacies. Detectives, arriving at the suspects’address, found an active meth lab. The two were arrested and
the house was condemned because of the chemical damage.
– “MethCheck put two suspects on the radar screen that would have otherwise gone unnoticed. The end result was
another meth lab seizure.”
• Lt. Rick Schubert
• Bonner Springs Police Department
KENTUCKY
Louisville Police Credit MethCheck with Targeting “Smurfers”
– The Louisville, Kentucky Metro Police Department has been working to eliminate the problem of “smurfing,”
individuals who move from pharmacy to pharmacy buying pseudoephedrine (PSE) to manufacture meth. Investigators
recently arrested
– two individuals by using MethCheck to identify six “smurfers
smurfers,” who were supplying PSE.
PSE
– “Thanks to MethCheck, our unit can spend less time driving to pharmacies and more time aggressively looking for
meth cooks. MethCheck is directly responsible for the apprehension and seizure of several meth labs and their cooks.”
• Det. Steve Healey
• Louisville Metro Police Department
• Metro Narcotics/Clandestine Lab Enforcement Team

NPLEx is a great tool . . .
• But it doesn’t address the underlying
problem
bl
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NPLEx (Jan 2011)

Washington

Oregon
Rx only

Oregon
• Returned PSE to a prescription drug effective
J l 1
July
1, 2006
• That’s over five years of real experience and
real results
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EPIC meth lab data is bad data
• We have told the industry this
• Over and over
• Yet they persist in using data they know is
bad
• Why?
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EPIC meth lab data is bad data
• Because many states have delayed reporting
• Because many states have inaccurate or
incomplete reporting
• Because the feds no longer even pay for meth
lab cleanups, and there is no longer even a
financial incentive to report at all
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For example:
• The industry likes to compare Oregon and
W hi t – quite
Washington
it logical
l i l
• In their chart, they show Washington had 39
meth lab incidents in 2009, per EPIC
• We’ve asked them to stop using that bad
data
• To no avail

For example:
• The real numbers for Oregon and Washington
i 2009?
in
• Oregon: 10?
– No, it was actually 13
• Washington: 39?
– No, it was actually 186
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Mexican cartels emerge as top source for U.S meth
By William Booth and Anne‐Marie O'Connor
Washington Post Staff Writer
Sunday, November 28, 2010; 12:37 AM

Mexico elbows into the U.S.
methamphetamine market
Submitted by mexbiznews on Fri,
08/05/2011 ‐ 6:39am

Mexican troops find second underground meth lab
Sinaloa, Mexico (NTN24) ‐ Mexican troops said on Wednesday (July 20) they discovered
another underground methamphetamine lab ‐ the second such lab found in the northwestern
state of Sinaloa in less than a month.

But they don’t tell you . . .
• That the meth made in Mexico is weaker
th the
than
th meth
th made
d iin th
the US with
ith PSE,
PSE
because Mexico has banned PSE entirely
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Oregon’s meth problem is worse than in the last ten years
Oregon meth‐related deaths jump 22 percent in 2010, most in a
decade
Published: Thursday, May 12, 2011, 8:15 PM Updated: Friday, May
13, 2011, 10:50 AM
By Maxine Bernstein, The Oregonian The Oregonian
Methamphetamine‐related deaths in Oregon jumped 22 percent in
2010 claiming 106 lives ‐‐ the most in a single year over the last
2010,
decade, according to statistics compiled by the state medical
examiner.
http://blog.oregonlive.com/portland_impact/print.html?entry=/2011/
05/meth‐related_deaths_jump_22_pe_1.html

Oregon’s meth problem . . .
• Is not worse than it has been in 10 years
• In fact, it is significantly improved
• But this is all beside the point, because
returning PSE to a prescription drug is about
getting rid of meth labs, not meth
• Be that as it may
may, let’s look at actual Oregon
data to show that there has been a significant
improvement in the Oregon meth problem
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Actual Oregon Results
• With weaker DTO meth and PSE RxO:
– 96% reduction in meth lab incidents
– 32% reduction in meth arrests
– 33% reduction in meth treatment admissions
– 35% reduction in meth related ER visits
– Largest decrease in crime rates in the nation
(~78% of property crimes are committed to support
substance abuse)

Oregon was the center of a massive precursor
importation ring that fueled the Mexican drug cartels
How the feds busted 'Operation Liquid Dragon' –
biggest ephedrine ring to operate out of Oregon
Published: Thursday, August 04, 2011, 9:07 PM

Updated: Friday, August 05, 2011, 9:55 AM

Government prosecutors estimate the shipments helped the cartel put between
$20 million and $38 million of meth on the street ‐‐ most of it in the United States.
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This case had . . .
• Nothing to do with meth labs in Oregon
• It was about a couple folks that lived in
Oregon conspiring to get ephedrine from
India to the Mexican DTOs
• The smuggled ephedrine didn’t even
come to Oregon
g
• It is irrelevant to this discussion, and the
industry knows this

RX only

Mississippi

NPLEx

Alabama
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Mississippi
• Returned PSE to a prescription drug effective
J l 1
July
1, 2010

Increase in border states’ sales to
Mississippi residents after June 2010
ALABAMA

LOUISIANA

TENNESSEE

Q3 (2010)

211%

228%

391%

Q4 (2010)

219%

270%

541%

Q1 (2011)

231%

281%

591%

Q2 (2011)

222%

269%

519%

Based on average per store prior to July 2010

MS consumers are simply going across state lines
to get PSE. Some of these purchasers are meth cookers.
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There they go again . . .
• Using bad EPIC data
• When they know it’s bad

DEA EPIC Meth Lab Incidents
NPLEx takes effect in AL
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There they go again . . .
• Using bad EPIC data
• When they know it’s bad

EPIC lab numbers indicate similar drops in discovered labs

June 10
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There they go again . . .
• Using bad EPIC data
• When they know it’s bad

Mississippi prescription‐only has limited impact
Meth lab busts down
JESSE BASS • American Staff Writer
jbass@hattiesburgamerican.com • January 16, 2011
Law enforcement agencies across the state have seen a decrease in methamphetamine lab
busts. But not all officials are ready to credit the drop to a new law that requires consumers to
have a doctor's
doctor s prescription to buy cold medicine containing pseudoephedrine…
pseudoephedrine And some
aren't sure if the law, which went into effect July 1, is a long‐term solution to the problem…the
most recent lab processed by 12NET contained pseudoephedrine that had been prescribed by
a physician. Adams County Sheriff Chuck Mayfield was not so quick to praise the legislation.
Mayfield said bordering Louisiana, which does not have such a law, makes the new law only a
minor inconvenience ..."They can go right across the river and buy the same thing.”
The Natchez Democrat

Sheriff: New prescription law is hindered by state border
By Cain Madden | The Natchez Democrat
Published Thursday, January 6, 2011
Sheriff Chuck Mayfield said the law that went into effect July 1, requiring people to visit a
doctor to get a prescription for pseudoephedrine‐based medicine, which is the primary
ingredient in producing methamphetamine, does little to stop those seeking to make meth in
Natchez‐Adams County. “I think the problem lies in enforcement and punishment of laws we
already have, rather than making more laws that put honest people at a disadvantage,”… “You
make it harder for honest people to get medicine, just because some people abuse it.”
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Mississippi’s meth law . . .
• Has not had a limited impact

Actual Mississippi Results
Mississippi has already experienced:
• A 67% reduction in meth lab incidents
• A 62% reduction in meth related arrests
• A 83% reduction in children removed
from meth lab sites
• The industry knows these things
• Why would they work so hard to
characterize it otherwise?
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Any measure must be
multi-state capable
 NPLEx is seamless across state lines
and chains
 NPLEx blocks sales at EVERY retailer
 LE can see data from EVERY retailer
 NPLEx is what prescription drug
monitoring programs aspire to be

So now it’s time to . . .
• Get back to reality, and explore real
solutions to the real problem
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Recent U.S. Meth Lab Trends
• Things got better after the CMEA
• But it didn’t last long
• In the last two years, domestic meth lab
incidents have doubled
• In short: Here we go again

Developments in Mexico
• Mexico has banned PSE entirely
• Meth
M th from
f
Mexico
M i is
i weaker
k
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This is a good thing
• But this means more pressure to
cook meth here in the United States
–User labs
–Super labs
• All of this is fueled by
–Smurfing, smurfing, smurfing

How much PSE is smurfed?
• Law enforcement experts
estimate between 50 and 90% of
current U.S. retail PSE sales are
diverted to make meth
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Where the smurfing is happening . . .

Midwest and South
• Thousands of small user labs
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The West
• “Super
smurfing”
fi ”
• Where does
it go?
• Super labs
in Central
California
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A recent example . . .

Meth lab incidents in the U.S.

• Doubled in last two years
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PSE Imports into the U.S.
• Up 43% in last two years
2008
2009
2010

148,468 kg
186 099 k
186,099
kg
212,307 kg

Three types of smurfing
• 1. Exceedence
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Three types of smurfing
• 2. Group
p

Three types of smurfing
• 3. False ID
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Getting rid of smurfing
• Electronic tracking
–Prevents exceedence smurfing

• Problem:
–Doesn’t stop group smurfing
–Doesn’t
Doesn’t stop false ID smurfing

Real Smurfing Solutions
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Getting rid of smurfing
•
•
•
•

Returning PSE to a prescription drug
As it was prior to 1976
Oregon enacted in 2005
Went into effect July 1, 2006

Did the sky fall?
The parade of horribles . . .
PARADE ITEMS
ITEMS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public outcry
Inconvenience
Medicaid costs
Impact on poor
Forced out of OR
Won’t work

CHPA

NACDS
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Oregon Results
• Smurfing
g eliminated
• Oregon is no longer
a part of the problem

And the sky didn’t fall . . .
The parade of horribles never came true
PARADE ITEMS
ITEMS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public outcry
Inconvenience
Medicaid costs
Impact on poor
Forced out of OR
Won’t work

CHPA

NACDS
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NMPI Advisory Board
• “Law Enforcement does not want
to arrest more smurfers or find
more methamphetamine labs.
Law Enforcement wants to
eliminate smurfing and prevent
methamphetamine labs.”
– NMPI Advisory Board position paper

Oregon Results
• 96% reduction in meth lab incidents
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Mississippi

• PSE RxO
• Went into
effect
7/1/2010

Mississippi Results
• 67% reduction in meth lab incidents
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In 1976 . . .
• We let a Genie out of the bottle
– We
W moved
d PSE from
f
Rx
R to
t OTC
• Ever since – band aids
• Growing meth epidemic and meth labs . . .
– Destroying lives, families, neighborhoods
– Poisoning
g our environment and drug
g
endangered children
• Enough is enough!
• Time to put the Genie back in the bottle
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Keep in mind . . .
• We are only talking about 15 products
( l generics)
(plus
i )
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100’s of products that currently
line the shelf are unaffected
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We need a real solution
• Put the Genie back in the bottle:
– No more band-aids
– No more compromises
• Return PSE to prescription drug:
– As it was before the tragic FDA action in 1976
• We no longer have to guess what works
– And what doesn’t work
• After over 5 years of actual experience in OR:
– Smurfing has been eliminated
– Concerns about doctor shopping smurfing
have not materialized
– Little to no public outcry

Questions?
Contact:
Rob Bovett
District Attorney, Lincoln County, Oregon
Legal Counsel, Oregon Narcotics Enforcement Association
President, Oregon Alliance for Drug Endangered Children
rbovett@co.lincoln.or.us
541 265 0269
541‐265‐0269
Relevant web site:
http://www.oregondec.org/pse.htm
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